No man has a chance to enjoy Permanent success until he
beings to look in a mirror for the real cause of all his
mistakes - Napoleon Hill

Introduction

The most successful men and women on earth
have had to correct certain weak spots in their
personalities before they began to succeed. The most
outstanding of these weaknesses which stand between
men and women and success are INTOLERANC E,
C UPIDITY, GREED, JEALOUSY, SUSPIC ION,
REVENGE, EGOTISM, C ONC EIT, THE TENDENC Y
TO REAP WHERE THEY HAVE NOT SOWN, and the
HABIT OF SPENDING MORE THAN THEY EARN.

Model after the greats
1. The Master Mind Principle

Bring concrete value to the group
Avoid The Snares Of Groupthink

A single clear cut and measurable/concrete chief
aim ever realizing awareness of the supporting elements.
Ensuring that all physical, mental and emotional
possessions are contributing to your chief aim.

2. A Definite C hief Aim

Dedicating 24 hours each
day towards your chief aim

Not comparing yourself to others instead being inspired by
them.
C omparing yourself to who you were yesterday
Associating with those that raise your self-confidence and
not lower it. People with a "it's possible", win-win,
interdependent modus operandi

3. Self-C onfidence

Making daily, incremental improvements, applying
progressive overload while being aware of quantum leap
opportunities

Practice the saving and investing mindset with all resources
Investing in that which contributes and in the lives of others

4. The Habit of Saving

Developing your ability to resist the instant gratification
actions

The "You go first" philosophy
5. Initiative and Leadership

Being a leader in macro and micro elements
Assuming responsibility with boundaries

Value multiplier thinking
Becoming fascinated by the unfascinating elements of your
chief aim

6. Imagination

Realizing that all truths are half truths

Beware of the unenthusiastic with seemingly objective
viewpoints.
7. Enthusiasm

Learn to generate your enthusiasm from within

The Law of Success In Sixteen
Lessons
Napoleon Hill

Doing things that stimulate enthusiasm

Govern where your attention goes before you become
reactive
8. Self-C ontrol

Applying the "highest and best use" principle

The Sixteen Lessons

Being sequential in your actions, focusing on one element at
a time with presence of mind, while being peripherally aware

investor mindset
9. The Habit Of Doing More Than Paid For
force multiplier effect

accept responsibility

10. Develop A Pleasing Personality

bring the energy
let the thought you are provoking come to them as if was
their own

clarity of intent

11. Accurate thoughts

mind control
Being able to entertain two separate and polarizing
through in your mind while maintaining
focus, presence and warmth.

focus on one task at a time with presence and awareness
Understanding how to place yourself in "flow state"

12. C oncentration

Being aware of what is distracting you
tracking distractions to the "why" (A.I.D.A)

win-win-win or walk
Understanding how it is a system
problem not a people problem

13. C o-operation

Understanding the difference between
interdependent vs dependant or independent

Failing forward rapidly
14. Failure

Systems based thinking
Re associate your feelings and meanings

The controlled chaos strategy
15. Tolerance

"The critical elements in war are speed and adaptability–the
ability to move and make decisions faster than the enemy.
Break your forces into independent groups that can operate
on their own. Give them the spirit of the campaign, a mission
to accomplish, and room to run."

Reassociate pain into pleasure
staying power

teach others to understand and
not to lecture or gratify your ego
16. The Golden Rule
Know the short and long term
implications in what you do to anyone

